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Scope of the Journal
ISSN: 2050-6988 (Print), ISSN: 2050-6996 (Online)
Internati

IJDSS establishes an international state-of-the-art knowledge
platform in the field of decision support systems (DSS),
addressing all underlying research developments.
Acknowledging the singularities of modern global business
environment, this research vehicle seeks to significantly
improve current DSS technologies and decision information
frameworks by publishing novel and high-quality theoretical
or empirical contributions. IJDSS shapes its content by the
research directions and motivation of those involved both in
academia and industry.
Topics covered include:
• Artificial intelligence and DSS
• Business Intelligence & big data analytics
• Cognitive sciences
• Collaborative decision making
• Data warehousing and online analytical
processing
• Decision engineering
• DSS foundations and development
• Electronic commerce
• Executive support systems and workflow
management systems
• Multicriteria DSS
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• Operational research and management
science
• Organisational DSS
• Spatial DSS
• Relevant DSS applications in areas other
than those mentioned above
• Web-based and mobile DSS
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